
What My Brother Did!
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24. Noun
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26. Adverb

27. Adjective

28. Noun

29. Noun



What My Brother Did!

My brother did something the other Noun that was Adjective disgusting! I was just sitting on the

Noun minding my own business and I Adverb looked to the left.

To my Noun my brother had his finger Number inches deep in his Noun I screamed,

and I Verb just in time to dodge the Noun as he flicked it in my direction!

I ran as fast as I could to tell my Noun but she was nowhere in the house. So, I had to take matters into

my own Noun

I grabbed a bottle of windex and a bucket of Noun and I headed for my brother. I knew that there was no

turning back now and that this might be the most Adjective moment of my Noun .



As I approached the Noun where my brother was, I peaked around the Noun to see if he was

Verb ending in ing . He didn't notice me so I figured I was in the clear. I placed the bucket of Noun

on top of the door and tried to balance it with the wall. Then I held my breath, aimed, and Verb windex

right at my brother!

He was surprised at first, but when he realized that I had Past tense verb him he made a Adjective

dash for the door. I Adverb pulled my Noun back through and started to run. Then, I heard the

Noun

I turned around, and there was my brother covered in Noun . He began to cry very Adverb .

Finally, I knew that I had taught him a Adjective lesson and that he would never pick his Noun

again!



Then a Noun hit me right in the face.
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